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connect many points within an embedded system.
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ABSTRACT

|

Field-programmable wiring systems refer to

methods and hardware that can maintain the interconnection
of components of different types. Generally, field-programmable wiring systems support the use of multidomain fabrics that
can be used to route analog, power, digital signals, optical,
microwave signals, etc. This paper reviews fundamental concepts associated with the practical implementation of fieldprogrammable wiring systems. The paper also provides
different implementation examples and discusses a list of challenges and recommendations for future work in this area.
KEYWORDS | Adaptive wiring panel (AWP); field-programmable
wiring systems; reconfigurable manifold; self-healing circuits

I. INTRODUCTION
Field-programmable wiring systems are structures capable
of forming programmable interconnections between the
terminals of components that are attached to these structures, along with the methodologies and tools for managing these interconnections. Some type of programmable
wiring concept will be at the heart of most reconfigurable
system approaches. The termini of black boxes, fixed and
configurable, that comprise such systems, must be interconnected, and programmable wiring approaches provide
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additional flexibility and can enhance the expressive capacity of components that would otherwise be united with a
manifold of fixed connections. In fact, one methodology
for creating a reconfigurable system involves flexibly connecting an arrangement of fixed components. In general,
the interconnections making up systems can be fixed,
programmable, dynamically reconfigurable, or based on a
combination of these concepts.
The most well-known example of a programmable wiring system is the field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
[1], [2]. FPGAs require programmable wiring to connect
together configurable logic elements, internal memories,
and other internally embedded intellectual property (IP)
blocks in support of an overall personalization. In the
1990s, some dedicated field-programmable interconnect
devices (FPIDs) were introduced into the marketplace [3],
[4], but they were eventually discontinued. These devices
were similar to FPGAs in that they used similar mechanisms for switching, routing, and configuration management, but they only provided interconnection routing
functionality (i.e., no logic or memory resources).
FPGAs and FPIDs have traditionally been designed
around digital applications. It is, for example, straightforward to use an FPGA to connect together two digital devices, and a wide range of interface styles (serial, parallel),
signaling standards, and physical layer types are supported.
It is not, however, generally possible to connect a lightbulb
to a battery using an FPGA to program a wiring path between them. Not only are the voltage and current levels
incompatible, but sometimes the signals that are routed
through an FPGA are destroyed, manipulated, and regenerated as part of the routing process, which is sometimes
performed as a computation. Hence, using FPGAs for
general-purpose wiring chores is impractical.
We believe the need for a more versatile adaptive wiring
approach will become more acute in the future as a broader
range of reconfigurable systems ideas are advanced. The
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authors have been involved in several projects spanning
nearly two decades in pursuit of effective programmable
wiring technologies for general applications, to include
both the switch mechanisms themselves as well as fabrics
employing them. The work culminated in the development
of several conceptual and demonstration systems, including most recently a cellular system involving a number of
planar tiles. A 6  8 array was formed as a composable,
extensible system for application to adaptive wiring. This
work involves not just concepts for making a scalable programmable wiring fabric, but also in creating a distributed
configuration management system capable of accommodating other advanced features to query and manage state of
thousands of switches within the demonstration system.
Some of our demonstration fabrics were based on the use of
MEMS-based latching microrelays (as well as volatile relays). The nonvolatile switches are of particular interest,
since they permit wiring configurations to be set and
maintained, even upon removal of primary power from the
configuration management engine responsible for managing the wiring fabric. These early adaptive wiring manifold
demonstrations were envisioned as being used as not only
to replace fixed circuitry within electronic cards and boxes,
but as a primary wiring medium (replacing wiring harnesses) for large-scale platforms, such as spacecraft.
Abstractly, a system with field-programmable wiring
can be thought of as shown in Fig. 1. The system [Fig. 1(a)]
contains a wiring medium (‘‘adaptive wiring panel’’) with a
number of sockets and discrete terminal pins. Devices
(such as the ‘‘modules,’’ also referred to as ‘‘black boxes’’)
connect to the sockets (connectors) and pins present on
the panel. In the programmable wiring system, the ‘‘cloud’’
is capable of manipulating a netlist (where each net specifies two or more termini that are to be interconnected)
programmably, as suggested in the example in Fig. 1(b)
using a ‘‘rat’s nest’’ depiction. Different colors are shown to
suggest that some nets may have different qualities from
others, whether that is due to the nature of signals (e.g.,
power-bearing conductors may be differentiated from
those containing sensitive analog signals or noisy digital
switching waveforms) or some other distinguishing characteristic (cheap versus expensive, short versus long, fixed
versus dynamic, etc.). While this paper is focused on electrical wire connections, the ideas described are applicable
to other phenomenologies, such as optical [5] and fluidic
[6] pathways.
Even at this preliminary level of discussion, it is possible
to imagine some advantages to an adaptive wiring system.
The first of these is the rapidity at which systems could be
created. In principle, system configurations can be quickly
formed if modules and blank (unprogrammed) panels are
already in inventory by computing wiring configurations
(as in FPGAs), aggregating the necessary components, assembling, and configuring the panel as necessary. By contrast, a custom fixed wiring system must be separately
fabricated in a serial fashion, usually in a separate facility.
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Fig. 1. Programmable wiring manifold. (a) Abstraction. (b) Depicting
programmable interconnections.

Since the panels are flexibly configurable, it is not necessary to manage an unbounded number of unique wiring
panels, but rather a manageably small family of variants to
address a wide variety of needs. We can illustrate additional
prospective benefits. For example, as suggested in Fig. 2, it
is conceivably possible using the dynamic nature of

Fig. 2. Temporary connections in an adaptive wiring panel.
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wider range of general applications, just as FPGA devices
progressed from limited to broader applicability over time.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin with
background information covering the basic concepts in
Section II. We then cover practical considerations and
discuss implementations in Section III. Recommendations
for future work are given in Section VI. We provide concluding remarks in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

Fig. 3. Repairing faulty connections in adaptive wiring system through
circumlocution of damage.

programmable wiring to form temporary probe connections on demand to isolate and connect to a specific terminal buried within a system. This feature can be valuable
in system development and problem troubleshooting. Programmable wiring systems have an additional unique benefit, one in which it is sometimes possible to heal from faults
occurring in the field. A fault is depicted abstractly in Fig. 3,
which could be fatal to a fielded system. With programmable wiring, in some cases, it may be possible to recover
from default by forming an alternate pathway.
It is also important to understand some of the inherent
disadvantages and limitations in a programmable wiring
systems approach. The first of these is in the addition of
complexity and overhead. It is necessary to accommodate
an infrastructure by which many switches are added to an
otherwise passive wiring system, along with the configuration machinery necessary to manage configuration. Additional components can reduce reliability, especially if we
take the pessimistic view that added components provide
new opportunities for failure. Technically, we need to be
concerned about the introduction of undesired parasitics
and compromises in performance when comparing circuit
traces and transmission line structures formed in custom
design versus those equivalently provided in a programmable version of a wiring system. Unfortunately, the present implementations of the adaptive wiring concepts have
been limited by technology, particularly in the limited
availability of production quantities of compact, low power
switches (especially nonvolatile) that are the principal
foundation of an effective programmable wiring system.
Many thousands of these switches are required to build
even one instance of a simple wiring system. As a consequence, our prior demonstrations were of a more symbolic
and academic (as opposed to practical) value.
Despite the present obstacles to the practical development of field-programmable wiring systems, we believe
progress in technology will make them practical for a

In this section, we consider fundamental elements that
apply to field-programmable wiring systems. To make
these ideas more precise, we introduce a mixed domain
panel example. While our example depicts some implementation-specific concepts, it also illuminates some principles basic to any programmable wiring approach. We
then discuss elemental concepts, including switches, domains, panel approaches, and basic graph theoretic principles useful for this work.

A. Basic Concepts
The first example [Fig. 4(a)] we consider is a simple
programmable wiring panel (enclosed by the dotted line
boundary), based on wires and switches that involves eight
external terminals (A through H). The system also contains several interior termini (J through M), which are not
directly accessible outside the boundary and would not be
part of the external definition of panel interface. Switches
are represented by circles, hollow meaning open and filled
meaning closed. A pattern of closed switches defines a
particular wiring configuration. As shown, a single connection between two external terminals (B and H) is
formed by closing four switches. The connection of two or
more terminals is referred to as a ‘‘net,’’ and a collection of
nets, each electrically isolated from the other, is referred
to as a ‘‘netlist.’’
1) Graph Theory, Algorithms, and Applicability: A wellknown graph-theoretic representation exists for routing

Fig. 4. Very simple programmable panel. (a) Routing resource model
of wires and switches. (b) Equivalent graph-theoretic formulation.
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problems involving switches and wires [7], and the equivalent graph for this example is shown in Fig. 4(a). Wires
(including terminals) are modeled as nodes, and switches
are modeled as edges. By convention, nodes corresponding
to external termini are sometimes referred to as terminal
nodes, whereas internal nodes (J, K, L, and M) are referred
to as nonterminal nodes. Therefore, we have a graph
G ¼ ðV; EÞ where V denotes the set of vertices (nodes) and
E denotes the set of edges (switches) between vertices.
Refer to [8] for the notation. The graph-theoretic approach
is ubiquitously applied in FPGA routing, and a rich body of
literature exists extensively beyond the rudiments that we
introduce in this section (see, for example, [9]).
The set of closed switches that implement a particular
wiring configuration (implementing a netlist) represents a
marking, defining a particular subgraph of the graph corresponding to a wiring system. The simplest concept in graph
routing is connecting two nodes, which involves finding a
marking (subgraph) for a path between these nodes. A walk
from vertex v1 to vertex vk refers to a sequence of vertices
v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vk that results from following the edges ½v1 ; v2 ;
. . . ; vk . We have a closed walk when we return back to the
starting vertex v1 ¼ vk . A path is defined as a walk that does
not include repeated vertices. We define a graph to be
connected provided that we can find a path between any
two nodes within the graph. Routing is only possible if a
path between nodes exists. When this condition can be
satisfied, one of the simplest methods of finding the shortest path is attributed to an algorithm described by Dijkstra
[10]. When a solution exists, Dijkstra’s algorithm can
achieve a running time of OðjEj log jVjÞ, where jEj refers to
the number of edges in the connected graph. It is important
to note that we are not always concerned with finding a
shortest path, merely one that satisfies our routing criteria,
since often constraints will block selecting nodes and edges
that might otherwise be in an optimal solution.
We define a component to refer to set of nodes that are
connected. The number of isolated components of a subgraph is identical to the number of nets in the netlist. In
Fig. 4(b), one such marking is shown for a netlist consisting
of a single net (connecting terminals B and H). Bolded nodes
are part of the marked solution, including the two terminal
nodes (B, H) and three nonterminal nodes (K, L, and M). In
general, the solution need not be unique, as other markings
can often be found that will result in satisfying a netlist
specification. In a net having more than two terminals, we
are concerned with finding a spanning tree, a graph marking
where a single path exists between all desired nonterminal
nodes, while not allowing any cycles (repeated vertices in
any path). The solutions for finding a tree are somewhat
different than simple two-terminal routing. While, in principle, one could simply apply Dijkstra’s algorithm iteratively
on pairs of nodes within multiterminal nets, this will not
generally result in the most efficient solution.
For any given graph, a spanning tree defines a subgraph
that interconnects all of the vertices in the graph. In our
1162
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case, the interconnection problem will very rarely require
that all of the vertices be interconnected. Instead, we are
interested in interconnecting vertices that will form a
subset of the set of all vertices of the graphs. In this case,
the graph that interconnects the given vertices is called a
Steiner tree. Furthermore, the Steiner tree may contain
additional vertices that are not in the original requirements set. These additional vertices are called Steiner
vertices. Here, we think of the minimum cost spanning
tree problem as one of determining the optimal Steiner
tree that covers all of the vertices in a connected graph.
This classic problem can be solved in OðjEj log jVjÞ time
using the Prim and Kruskal algorithms (see [11] for details). As before, we do not always require a minimum
spanning tree, just one that satisfies the constraints of a
possibly more complex overall routing problem.
The general problem of graph routing in programmable
wiring systems involves routing a netlist containing multiple nets simultaneously, which is sometimes referred to
as solving a graph Steiner forest problem [12] [i.e., finding
the solution to a number of independent (nonconnected)
sets of nodes simultaneously in the graph-equivalent representation of a programmable wiring network] [13].
Unfortunately, even the basic problem of computing a
single Steiner tree has been shown to be NP-complete [14],
[15]. Hence, any effective solution to even basic graph
routing problems requires the use of heuristics, and a rich
body of these have been developed over many years for
FPGA routing problems [16].
Many other elements of graph theory (such as node and
edge weightings and colorings) are directly applicable to
programmable wiring problem formulations. Weightings,
for example, can be used to capture resource cost, propagation delay, or other important properties. We can define
an edge cost function c : E ! Rþ that assigns a cost
(weight) with the use of each edge. With weightings, the
generic instances of graph problems become nodeweighted versions in which minimum (or maximum, depending on circumstance) tree or forest weightings must
be solved for. Colorings can be used to mark resources
according to application domain. For example, perhaps
‘‘blue’’ nodes and edges correspond to digital wiring resources, where as ‘‘green’’ nodes might correspond to
power routing resources. Particular nets within a netlist
can be marked according to such domains, informing the
graph routing algorithm to seek suitable n-colorings of a
particular wiring graph (n ¼ 2 in this case). The graphs for
such wiring problems are usually undirectional. In other
words, we are only concerned with connecting the vertices
with each other. Directionality, leading to directed graph
formulations, may also be found in wiring problems. For
example, in cases where a line repeater is employed within
a programmable wiring system, it may be necessary to
transfer signals in only one direction (e.g., from input to
output), and directed graphs can be used to express this
concept.
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Fig. 5. Second adaptive wiring panel study example. In this case, only programmable connections are shown (i.e., all panel termini connect to
active routers). On the other hand, the adaptive wiring panel can also contain a certain fraction of fixed connections.

2) Multidomain Example: With these concepts in mind,
next we consider a slightly more complicated example that
demonstrates a few additional features, including some of
the concepts just mentioned. This system (Fig. 5) consists
of an adaptive wiring panel having three surface-mounted
modules. The panel supports connections into different
electrical domains, one being digital and the other being
power. The figure illustrates some interior details, such as
the use of active wiring routers dedicated to the particular
electrical domains. Only programmable connections are
shown (i.e., all panel termini connect to active routers),
but an adaptive wiring panel can also contain a certain of
fraction fixed connections. Each module contains both
digital and power terminals, the latter denoted by the
diamond shape (e.g., pins a3 and a9 in module A). In this
particular panel design, termini belonging to the mounted
modules correctly connect directly to corresponding pins
belonging to the internal routers (e.g., digital pins connect
to digital routers, power pins connect power routers). This
would usually not occur by coincidence, but through enforcement of some standard convention relating to both

panel and module layout. In other cases, some internal
panel resources (other switching grids) might be involved
in remapping the termini of connected modules so that
they connect to routers capable of accommodating the appropriate signal type. Also, not every pin belonging to
every module and not every panel pin is utilized, consistent with use cases in FPGAs (i.e., not every design uses
every input–output pin).
Fig. 6 depicts a programmable resource model for the
Fig. 5 example, indicating a set of external terminals and
pinouts for the two routers. A number of terminals are also
shown connecting between the two routers, suggesting the
possibility that some resources can have mixed connections. Table 1 provides a sample netlist to be used as a
problem example to map into this programmable wiring
system, with examples of multiterminal nets and nets from
different electrical domains.
One non-unique solution (also referred to as an embedding) of the Table 1 netlist in Fig. 6 resource model is
shown in Fig. 7. Different colorings are used to label
individual nets for improved clarity, and should not be

Fig. 6. Programmable resource model. We show an example with two routers, one digital and one power, and a set of external terminals and
pinouts. The challenge is to connect different set of terminals using the two routers.
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Table 1 Netlist for Simple Example

switches on wire s25 that intersect columns s9 and s11 ,
corresponding to pin x ¼ a8 and a7 , respectively). The
notion of reassigning terminals to improve routability is
sometimes referred to as addressing the ‘‘pin locking’’
problem [17]. Pin-locking is one of many examples of
routing problems commonly occurring in FPGA systems
that would also occur in more general field-programmable
wiring systems.

B. Panel Considerations
confused with the colorings associated with graph theory
discussed previously. This figure illustrates the overhead
that can be associated with routing, as many switches and
internal wiring resources are required to implement the
desired netlist. In almost every case, only the wiring resources pertaining to a specific domain are used to implement solutions for particular net. The exception is in net 6,
in which power pin ðb3 Þ is deliberately connected to a
digital pin in ðb5 Þ, possibly corresponding to a case where
an input pin might be grounded in a user design. Such
‘‘domain crossings’’ must be carefully understood and
planned for in the corresponding design and solution processes. The solution for this particular net involved routing
through wires and switches in both digital and power
routers. This very simple example demonstrates a congestion problem (indicated in Fig. 7) within the digital router
in which three marked horizontal wiring resources are
encircled (congestion). If it were necessary to add a seventh net (a7 and a8 , shown by astericks in the figure), it
would be impossible to connect them due to resource
starvation. If it were possible to relocate the signal corresponding to a8 to the terminal x, however it would be
possible to connect pins together (for example, by closing

1) Hierarchical Nature of Electronics Packaging: Interconnections are pervasively found to exist in systems as a
hierarchical arrangement of structures, proceeding from
the wires interconnecting transistors within an integrated
circuit to the large-scale wiring harnesses in embedded
platforms or the electrical conduits that make up buildings
and other large-scale systems. If we consider the most
fundamental wiring level as being the intracomponent
wiring within a monolithic integrated circuit, such components (e.g., transistors) can be referred to level 0 (L0),
then L0 wiring refers to the interconnection manifolds
that make up an integrated circuit. It is here that we commonly find the programmable wiring systems inside
FPGAs, themselves being a collection of L0 elements
wired together to implement a programmable wiring function. The entire integrated circuit is considered to be a
level I (L1) assembly, as are discrete components, as well
as some hybrid circuits, multicomponent packages, and
multichip modules. Hence, even L1 assemblies may exhibit
a compound or recursive packaging structure. It is also
conceivable that some of these elements may play the role
of a field-programmable wiring system.

Fig. 7. Sample implementation solution for multidomain netlist. Using the programmable resource model example from Fig. 6, different terminals
are connected using the two routers and their terminals.
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For the most part, L1 assemblies do not stand alone, but
must be combined to form higher level assemblies. This is
most commonly done by arranging components onto
printed wiring structures (such as rigid circuit boards or
flexible wiring substrates). Circuitry combined in such a
way can be referred to as a level 2 (L2) assembly. If some of
the L1 components support programmable connections of
their termini, these can be used, for example, to create a
field-programmable circuit board. This was precisely the
approach used in the 1990s by Aptix Corporation to make
programmable systems in which a printed wiring board
containing one or more field-programmable interconnect
devices and prototyping regions for adding fixed components (integrated circuits and discretes) were used to form
flexibly programmable assemblies to assist in prototype
development.
Other levels of the present packaging hierarchy follow
the same pattern. Circuit cards (L2 assemblies) can be
aggregated, for example, through stacking or using a backplane, to form level 3 (L3) assemblies, sometimes called
‘‘boxes’’ (especially when inside a dedicated chassis). A
number of L3 assemblies can be connected using cabling
harnesses to form a level 4 (L4) assembly, and so on. This
hierarchical notion is somewhat informal, and alternative
forms of this overall recursive scheme are possible (e.g.,
the number of non-enclosed cards can be connected together with simple cables). In principle, most of these
motifs lend themselves to exploration and treatment using
a field-programmable wiring approach. While most of our
discussions focus on the notion of programmable wiring
panels, whether singly or in disjoint and/or tiled arrangements, it should be clear that this scheme can be applied at
multiple levels. For example, a programmable printed
wiring board (L2 assembly) could be considered panel that

controls the connections between several mounted L1 assemblies. A large-scale embedded platform, such as a
spacecraft, may employ an analogous concept in a ‘‘smart’’
panel (L4 assembly) to programmably connect a number of
box-like (L3) assemblies.
2) Monolithic and Distributed Adaptive Panels: For the
purposes of this paper, we will focus on (without loss of
generality) a 2-D (planar) surface covered with electrical
contacts belonging to one or more electrical domains. The
contacts may be articulated into grouped regions (sockets)
or distributed about the surface, as shown in Fig. 8. The
termini are depicted in different colors, each color being a
different signal domain (digital, high-speed digital, analog,
power, microwave, and photonic). The distribution of terminal locations is uniform, but the population of contact
types by color is not. Specifically, we show more digital
domain contacts than contacts of other domains, reflecting
an expectation that these types of signals dominate in
wiring applications. Of course, the mixture and even the
addition of new domain types can be considered. We have
the modules represented as black boxes that need to be
plugged into the wiring fabric, as depicted in Fig. 8(b).
Although not shown, the bottom surface of these modules
contains mating contact surfaces that align with the corresponding contacts on the panel substrate onto which they
are placed.
We consider two broad classes of adaptive panels. The
first of these is a monolithic panel or fabric. The second
type is a distributed adaptive panel, especially a tileable or
cellular adaptive wiring panel (a composite fabric), which
is suggested in Fig. 9. In this case, rather than a large
monolithic panel, a number of smaller panels are tiled
together to form larger panels having different size, aspect,

Fig. 8. Adaptive wiring panel (monolithic). (a) Panel depicting a distribution of multidomain contact points. (b) Depiction of modules placed
onto the panel.
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Fig. 9. Tiled adaptive panel. This panel has been created using a
number of small panels tiled together rather than using a large
monolithic panel like the one from Fig. 8.

and shape (essentially any legal shape that can be formed
by an arrangement of tiles). In principle, the tiles, which
can be thought of as unit cells, that do not need to be
square as depicted here. Moreover, it is not necessary that
the unit cells be planar (e.g., such as curved surfaces that
might be formed from flexible or hinged tiles) or even
confined to two dimensions. Cuboids and icosahedrons,
for example, may also be considered, but our present discussions will be confined to planar tiles and surfaces.
These cellular schemes are both enabled and limited by the
number, type, and arrangement of intercell connections.

III . PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Application Domains and Regimes
A perfect programmable wiring system would form a
set of persistent path connections between every desired
point A and B, nonvolatile in nature (remaining intact
until deliberately changed). Each connection would be
electrically perfect, having zero resistance and inductance,
no coupling or dispersion, capable of accommodating both
large-signal and small-signal excursions, with zero time
delay. In transmission line applications, the wires would

have perfect guided wave properties and generate no discontinuities, reflections, or undesired phase shifts. Such a
perfect wiring system can never exist outside of pedagogy,
and we must thus consider compromises for real-world
implementations. A possible approach is to consider a
‘‘divide-and-conquer’’ method in which we distinguish a
number of electronic domains, for which a programmable
wiring system can be optimized. This amounts to defining
a number of coordinated subproblems, for which each is
potentially handled with a different programmable wiring
solution. This is the method suggested in Fig. 5, by using
routers designed for different domains (digital and power).
There is no magic dividing line for the number of domains
necessary in a complex system. However, we can consider
four reasonable partitions: digital, analog, power, and
microwave. We summarize the ideal characteristics of each
of these domains in Table 2.
The digital domain is concerned only with the transmission of discrete voltage values corresponding to
Boolean states. Series loss and coupling are also important
in the digital domain. Furthermore, signal integrity remains an important concern at a system level. Nevertheless, since logic levels are regenerated frequently in
circuitry and most logic circuitry is designed with noise
tolerance in mind, digital domain losses are more manageable than they are in other electronic domains. The
primary interest in the digital domain is to achieve the
highest possible density.
In the analog domain, signal qualities are far more
important than in most designs. In series attenuation,
losses due to coupling and dispersion can have severe impacts on signal qualities. The ‘‘analog’’ domain includes
several subdomains. The small-signal subdomain consists
of weaker signals (such as those from sensors) are manipulated through amplification, filtering, and other processes (including feedback control) where wiring quality
can significantly impact performance. Density is usually
less important, and (all other things being equal) wires in
an analog design are traditionally higher in cross section
(to reduce series loss) and spaced further apart (to reduce
signal coupling). Attenuation through switches and meandering paths are among the many concerns in the analog
domain. Analog power signals (usually amplification or
high current switching) can be differentiated as a distinct
subdomain, in which minimization of series loss is

Table 2 Qualities of Electronic Domains. We Use ‘‘tol’’ as an Abbreviation for Tolerance and ‘‘sens’’ for Sensitivity
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particularly important. The density for analog power connections is correspondingly lower than for small signal
cases. Unless dynamic range is a significant concern,
power analog signals can be more tolerant of coupling
noise, but benefit from higher cross-sectional area.
The RF/microwave domain is possibly the most complex for field-programmable wiring systems. While at one
level, RF/microwave signals can simply be considered as
analog signals at much higher frequencies, they suffer from
many other constraints owing to the temporal effects of
managing guided electrical waves. Temporal shifts due to
one length mismatch can critically affect performance, as
can changes in characteristic impedance that can be
brought on by practically any transition through switches,
changes in geometry, differences in materials, all of which
can represent discontinuities impacting circuit performance. The challenge of making a simple configuration
change to move the signal from one wire to another can be
far more involved in a microwave system. Thus, it is important to control impedances, account for phase length
changes, and manage a complex set of discontinuities.
The management of direct-current (dc) power differs
qualitatively in that series loss in wiring and switching that
translates to degradations and power efficiency. Sometimes,
increased capacitance in traces is actually desirable to
maintain more stable power delivery. Cross-sectional area is
usually high, and switch geometries are physically large.

B. Switches and Switching Mechanisms
Adaptive wiring systems depend on the use of switching mechanisms for implementing the interconnections.
Historically, electromechanical relays provided the first
effective switches. Relays, as physical (metal-to-metal)
connections, principally allow routing of all electronic
signal domains (e.g., see [18]). Unfortunately, they are
physically large and expensive, and forming a manifold
requiring thousands of connections would be very difficult.
As such, the pursuit of effective relays at the microlevel or
even nanolevel is of keen interest.
MEMS-based microrelays for one of the earliest identified uses of MEMS technology [19]–[21]. They were extensively studied, especially for radio-frequency (RF)
applications [22]. In theory, such switches can be made
thousands of times smaller than conventional electromagnetic relays. A number of actuation mechanisms have been
used to make MEMS switches, including electrostatic [23],
thermal [24], and electromagnetic [19]. Some approaches,
the most attractive for applications to programmable wiring systems, involved bistatic mechanisms, which allow
nonvolatile operation. Otherwise, the state of all switches
in a system relaxes to a default state (usually open) upon
removal of bias power. Such switches are less useful, as it is
inconvenient for systems to effectively become unwired
upon removal of power. As it turns out, to date, it is difficult to find production quantities of metal-to-metal latching MEMS relays.

Many MEMS relays are noncontacting, owing to the
difficulty of forming a reliable contact surface, especially
when switching live circuits, since arcing occurs further
reducing lifetime and increasing contact resistance. For
this reason, it is more common to see MEMS relays that do
not have low dc resistance. Furthermore, the most common actuation mechanisms for MEMS relays has been
electrostatic, which usually requires a higher dc voltage
link into more complex circuitry for configuration management. For the most part, unfortunately the same switches
are often volatile in nature. At the time of this writing, no
adequate commercial solutions were available for developing adaptive wiring prototypes.
For these reasons, transistors remain the dominant
switch mechanism for adaptive wiring applications, and
they have been studied extensively for such applications in
FPGA and FPID components. A transistor-based interconnection architecture for field programmability and testing
was developed by Aptix Corporation [25]. More recently,
FPGA architectures allow the interconnection of lookup
tables (LUTs) with multiplexers to implement binary functions of several inputs. As an example, in [26], Llamocca
and Pattichis described a dynamically reconfigurable architecture that demonstrated effective implementation of
pixel processors as 8-b binary functions. Overall, FPGAs
provide local routing mechanisms that are controlled by
multiplexers and LUTs.
Beyond the use of wires for implementing connections,
we could consider alternative methods for routing of light,
heat, fluids, etc. Once again, MEMS technology has been
applied to switching problems in these domains. However,
we will not discuss these concepts further in this paper.

C. Connection ‘‘Quality of Service’’ (QoS)
It is useful to consider the concept of at least three
possible ‘‘connection classes’’ within a programmable wiring system. In the first concept (the normal case in this
work), a wire between point A and B, whether fixed or
programmable, is traditionally considered to be a dedicated resource, available 100% of the time, even if it is
never used in any electrically active way. This provides the
highest QoS. It is possible to consider a more dynamical
idea of timesharing, in which a wire that is unused for
some amount of time can be repurposed to participate in
other dedicated connections. This approach of ‘‘dynamic
wires’’ comprises a second class of connection possible in
some adaptive wiring approaches. If the schedule can be
properly determined, the absence of such ‘‘just in time’’
wires during idle periods can seem transparent to the user.
In other words, it has adequate QoS. This idea is embodied
in the notion of time division multiplexing (TDM), which
establishes a pattern (usually round-robin scheduling) of
timeslots, each dedicated to a particular user/purpose for
one or more wires. A similar concept of time slicing has
also been discussed for FPGAs [27]. TDM buses are popular in digital communication networks, particularly high
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reliability applications, due to the determinism associated
with round-robin approach (using tightly controlled timing
frames). They have also been criticized for inefficiency,
despite their ability to displace the number of dedicated
wires, due to the inability to efficiently accommodate variations in utilization across the different timeslots. Such
considerations led to the evolution of more efficient (but
less deterministic) packet-based networks (and their extensions in software-defined networking concepts), in
which ‘‘content’’ is moved through the system even more
dynamically, essentially in an on-demand fashion, both in
terms of pathway and amount (i.e., bandwidth or duration
of an effectively virtualized connection between source
and destination). This third class of connection, which
dominates the design of most networks in the world today,
is qualitatively different than the other two classes, since
the connection between source and destination does not
take place in real time, but is subject to buffering delays
that depend on the dynamic nature of traffic between all
points in such systems. It is, therefore, not practical to use
this third class of connection for connecting antennas to
receivers, or the outputs of audio amplifiers to speakers, or
even to battery connections. But the application of this
third class a programmable connection is also not limited
merely to data streams. They are, for example, inherent in
the operation of some microfluidic concepts, which are
concerned with the routing of droplets between multiple
sources and destinations [28]. As such, we believe such
concepts to have potential value in the design of adaptive
wiring approaches.

D. Configuration Persistence and Latency
The methods by which programmable wiring systems
can be configured as well as limitations of the switching
technology dictate what sorts of applications these systems
can be used for. Some programmable wiring concepts, for
example, are only configurable once, such as antifuse
FPGAs (an L1 concept) and at least one field-programmable
multichip module (MCM) approach (an L2 concept) has
been described [29]. Such approaches are useful for rapid
construction and inventory reduction, but they cannot be
repurposed after a system is deployed. Some switches have
cycling limitations, they wear out after being switched a
limited number of times. They are still useful in systems
where switching is only episodic, such as periodic configuration changes. In some cases, it may be desirable to switch
very rapidly, but the switch itself may be rate limited in
switching speed. Electronic switches, of course, are much
faster (submicrosecond) as compared to MEMS switches
(milliseconds). Applications must consider both factors. A
MEMS switch, for example, is not suitable for use as a packet
router or in highly agile electronically steered arrays. They
may be both too slow as well as endurance limited.
Ideally, configuration mechanisms would allow change
but would maintain a nonvolatile state (e.g., support bistable operation). A configurable wiring harness used in sys1168
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tems designed in a traditional way might not fare well if
the connections between primary batteries in critical subsystems suddenly disappeared upon shutdown. When connections much change dynamically, there is a concern of
hot-switching effects (e.g., arcing) for some switch types,
particularly those shunting larger amounts of power. Of
course, system design methodologies could evolve to take
volatility and hot switching into consideration, so that volatile wiring systems are systematically brought online in a
carefully ordered way, when possible.

E. Empirical Design of Field-Programmable
Wiring Architecture
Designing a programmable wiring system to first order
is about choosing arrangements of wires and switches.
While the goal of graph routing algorithms is to find solutions that allow a netlist to be embedded within a programmable fabric of these wires and switches, the goal of
programmable wiring system design is to create good fabrics. By ‘‘good fabrics,’’ we mean fabrics capable of expressing most user designs. Determining suitable fabrics is a
nontrivial proposition. In general, it is neither possible to
construct a brute force solution (capable of implementing
all possibilities) nor is it possible to anticipate all user
designs. The generation of benchmarks, both to test the
effectiveness of programmable fabrics [30] (in this case
FPGAs) and the tools that synthesize designs for them [31]
is a long tradition in VLSI system development. It attempts
to address these issues by creating a set of typical design
use cases (the benchmarks) and testing them in candidate
fabrics. The tests themselves may also be done with
production or experimental algorithms and tools. Unfortunately, little work has been done to develop such benchmarks for programmable wiring systems, especially for
multidomain designs that might mix of digital, analog,
microwave, and power wiring requirements.
Brute force is not an option in fabric design. To recognize the challenges, note that full interconnection of n
terminals requires the use of n  ðn  1Þ=2 switches.
Thus, a brute force implementation of all possible connections leads to a quadratic growth in the number of required
switches. Even for moderate numbers of terminals, the
quadratic growth leads to prohibitively expensive implementations. This notion was understood from the earliest
days of FPGA architectures [32]. Some elementary fabric
concepts are shown in Fig. 10. A variety of heuristic strategies have been applied to counter the quadratic growth,
such as fat tree, mesh of trees (MoT), and tree of meshes
(ToM) implementations [33]. Most of the approaches replace a bruteforce crosspoint [Fig. 10(a)] with a segmented
hierarchy of switch boxes [Fig. 10(b)]. The design of
switchboxes also benefit from some principled design
strategy. Neither a fully populated [Fig. 10(c)] nor a
sparsely populated [Fig. 10(d)] are adequate [34], but
rather some intermediate density of switches [Fig. 10(e)]
chosen by some heuristic method [35], [36] are typically
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multipanel fabrics. Generalized wiring architectures are
multidomain fabrics, representing a mixture digital, power,
analog, and microwave signals. As we have discussed, fieldprogrammable wiring systems can be in a distributed form.
These concepts represent enhancements over the basic
FPGA routing concepts discussed so far. They are also
amenable to graph-theoretic treatments. However, traditional FPGA routing algorithms would require extension to
accommodate these additional features.

Fig. 10. Elementary fabric concepts. (a) Brute force routing.
(b) Segmented hierarchical fabric. (c) Fully populated switchbox.
(d) Linear population. (e) Heuristically determined population.

used in switchbox design [37]. While these design strategies provide a methodology for reducing the explosion of
wiring resources, they do not address the question of heuristics in fabric design regarding what is ‘‘good enough’’ for
practical purposes. It is largely a question of resource balance between wiring supply and wiring demand. The
notion is straightforward: if the fabric supplies either too
many or too few resources for most user designs, then
there is an imbalance. In other words, fabric design is
about supply and demand. If fabrics address the supply side
of the equation, then benchmarks, as a collection of typical
user designs, address the demand side.
The answer is not totally satisfying since benchmarks
are empirical and must be curated. Over time, particularly
when the complexity scale of typical systems grow, the
benchmarks (if not refreshed) becomes stale, which was
the experience of the FPGA industry [38]. It would be more
satisfying if more formulaic guidelines existed, and some
have indicated that empirical relationships, such as Rent’s
rule, can better inform the design of wiring architectures.
Rent’s rule is a power law relationship between the number
of modules and exterior terminals in a system
T ¼ k  Mp

(1)

where T is the number of terminals, M is the number of
modules, k is a constant, and 0 G p G 1 is so-called Rent’s
exponent. The effect of Rent’s rule [39] on architecture has
been extensively discussed [40] for FPGA design.
The picture is further complicated in the more generalized wiring systems that include multidomain and

F. Multidomain Wiring
For each signal type, we also have a corresponding
switch type. Thus, the implementation of multidomain
fabrics requires the consideration of the distribution of
different switch types. Typically, the fabric would include a
small number of expensive power switches and a much
larger number of digital switches. Beyond switch types,
routing introduces additional issues that need to be dealt
with. For example, analog and microwave routing requires
that we deal with resistance build up, line length adjustment, and impedance tuning. Many of these could be
represented using switchable circuits, such as binary resistive ladders to form a tunable resistance or selectable truetime delays.
G. Multipanel Wiring
In multipanel programmable wiring systems, each
panel independently contains programmable wiring resources. In many respects, the challenges in developing
multipanel programmable wiring systems are similar to
those in multi-FPGA systems. In multi-FPGA systems
(driven by large-scale hardware emulation applications
[41], [42]), problems in partitioning large designs [43],
performing pin assignment [44], and ‘‘spread-net’’ (nets
cutting across two or more FPGAs) routing [45] have been
studied. Just as there are non-unique solutions to the routing problem within a particular programmable wiring system, there are also non-unique solutions to the global
partitioning of the wiring problem into subproblems. This
sort of global/local problem at a large scale is analogous to
that of the global/detailed routing problem for monolithic
FPGA devices [46].

IV. SUMMARY OF
EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS
IN FIELD-PROGRAMMABLE WIRI NG
In this section, we describe three generations of adaptive
wiring research spanning two decades, sponsored by the
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and one of its
precursor organizations (Phillips Laboratory). The original
impetus for early Phillips Laboratory investments in adaptive wiring research (mid-1990s) was the pursuit of faulttolerant spacecraft design. The period was marked by large
investments in MEMS technology development [dominated by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
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(DARPA)], and the laboratory studied promising MEMSbased latching switch designs employing thermal actuation
and high aspect ratio (e.g., low resistance, high current
handling) planar, metal-to-metal contact geometries.
Since the switch designs supported nonvolatile reconfiguration and could be formed at relatively high densities
(> 1000 switches/cm2 ), the idea of creating smart wiring
systems seemed a natural application. During that time,
members of the AFRL research team already had experience with one of the Aptix prototyping systems [25], in
which printed wiring boards employed several FPID
devices and prototyping regions. Using this arrangement,
components mounted to the prototyping regions could be
interconnected by programming the FPIDs through a
configuration interface.
The original concept for an exploratory adaptive wiring
manifold based on MEMS would involve adapting the
Aptix board concept, replacing the volatile FPID devices
with more robust, nonvolatile versions based on MEMS
switches. It was believed that such a system would be
useful as fieldable wiring system, since the wiring patterns
could remain formed once configured (with bistable nonvolatile switches), and the switches would be capable of
sustaining wider voltage and frequency ranges than the
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS)based switches present in the Aptix FPIDs. Such a concept
could be adapted to replace traditional boards and wiring
harnesses, just as FPGAs had begun to find their way into
an increasing number of production systems. These early
sentiments provide impetus for a body of work spanning
nearly two decades, described in this section.

A. Initial Conceptual Definition
It was envisioned that the original adaptive wiring system would be based on several implementation principles.
1) Creation of a relatively dense MEMS switch array
with the configuration management system in the
same package. A density goal of 100 latching
MEMS switches/cm2 was deemed a ‘‘modest’’ goal.
2) Development of a flexible wiring system architecture, based on prebuilt printed circuit boards
(and eventually wiring harnesses) that would exploit an intelligently arranged distribution of
terminals in blank (unpopulated) regions for
mounting components, modules, boxes, etc. These
boards would support the aforementioned multichip modules (MCMs) with the necessary daisychain connections and host interface to support
external configuration.
3) The development of offline and eventually embeddable routing synthesis tools set to compute
and transmit desired wiring configurations to the
adaptive wiring manifold system. The tools, consistent with those for previous FPID devices,
would accept as inputs the adaptive manifold detailed configuration and the user netlist specifica1170
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tion, generating as output a bitstream sequence of
switch closures.
For practical use, such adaptive wiring systems would
ideally support other useful features.
1) Dynamic reprogrammability, to support in-system
changes, especially for self-healing/fault recovery,
as well as temporary diagnostic probes (which
could be implemented either in development or
even remotely in a fielded system). This feature
would require the MEMS switches be reversible
and reprogrammable many times. As the original
notions were that this in situ reconfiguration would
be done episodically (as opposed to continuously),
it was felt arbitrarily that the ability to support
several thousand switch cycles would be sufficient
over a typical product life. This led to the definition
of switches supporting ‘‘configuration grade’’ use
(103 cycles) as opposed to continuous operation
(ideally infinite cycles). The desire for in situ operation would bring other challenges, since arcing
phenomenon effects could sharply limit the lifetime of typical relay switches, especially for devices
with microscopic contact geometries.
2) The ability to diagnose the state of current configurations in a nonvolatile array. Since it was envisioned that smart wiring assemblies could be used
in production systems and that the wiring patterns
were set semipermanently, it would be undesirable to refresh the configuration of thousands of
MEMS switches (which manage the connections
of power distribution networks as well as other
types of signals) upon reset. As such, a way of
being able to non-intrusively read or capture state
information would be useful.
Since often MEMS and ASICs are created with distinct
semiconductor processes, the MEMS-based FPIDs would
be implemented as multichip modules in a ball grid array
(BGA) package, using an arrangement shown in Fig. 11,
involving one or more MEMS switch crosspoint arrays
(with an empirically chosen switch populations strategy)
and a controlling sidecar ASIC to provide a host JTAG [47]
control interface and to generate the detailed time sequenced voltage patterns necessary to isolate its set of individual switches. As several such FPID MCMS would be
involved, the sidecar ASIC would be designed to support
daisychain connections to permit configuration as a single
extended bitstream. To capture student information (as
well as any programming firmware for the sidecar ASIC), a
small nonvolatile memory would be included in the MCM
floor plan.

B. First Generation
A first generation in adaptive wiring research (1994–
2002) explored how MEMS switches could be integrated
into wiring structures that themselves were integrated into
the structural panels, in effect the first attempt (known
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Fig. 11. Multichip module implementation of MEMS-based FPID. This module contains one or more MEMS switch crosspoint arrays and a
controller sidecar ASIC.

to the authors) to create a field-programmable wiring
harness.
1) Switch Research: The switches in development for the
first-generation panel project targeted the following
properties:
• nonvolatile, having persistent (open and closed)
bistable properties;
• low contact resistance;
• wide bandwidth, including dc operation;
• high current handling capacity (several hundred
milliamperes);
• ability to support live switching;
• cycle life > 10 000 operations.
During this period (mid-1990s), there were three dominant classes of MEMS approaches for actuation: electrostatic [23], piezoelectric [48], and thermal [24].
Electrostatic approaches usually involve high-voltage (but
low-amperage) actuation, which complicate implementation in traditional CMOS circuitry. Electrostatic actuators,
furthermore, are not optimized for high contact force,
usually resulting in poor metal-to-metal contacts and
therefore dc performance. Countering low contact resistance usually involves using high force, long throw actuation mechanisms. Piezoelectric actuation mechanisms,
while having potential, were not explored. Thermally actuated MEMs switch configurations were deemed a good fit
for this work, since they supported CMOS-level actuation
voltages, high contact forces, and bistability. One promising configuration is shown in Fig. 12 that appears to address
most of these requirements. This switch achieved bistability through two long-throw lateral thermal actuators,
one to set the switch into each stable state, as shown in
open [Fig. 13(a)] and closed [Fig. 13(b)] configurations.
Unfortunately, the thermal MEMS relays explored in the
early work, while promising, suffered from undercutting
effects during manufacture that rendered the actuation
mechanisms ineffective. While the contacts themselves

Fig. 12. Bistable MEMS switch design with two lateral thermal
switches. (a) Open. (b) Closed.

Fig. 13. The ‘‘liquid manifold’’ packaging concepts. (a) Component
level land grid array (LGA). (b) Panel LGA pattern. (c) Panel structure
design with mounting zones for modules.
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were viable (verified through manual actuation), the switch
design was abandoned.
2) Architecture Research: Even in the earliest work, physical panel concepts were chosen to conform to a notion of
multifunction structures [49], in which the structures
necessary to build platforms (such as a spacecraft) would
also support other functional roles. These panels could be
thought of as a load-bearing circuit board panels, and it was
aim in early research to make these smart wiring panels
reconfigurable. A typical configuration research in this period involved some features shown in Fig. 13, including
land grid array (LGA) mounting surfaces for modules
[Fig. 13(a)] as well as the panel [pattern shown if
Fig. 13(b)]. As suggested in our earlier discussion, mounting areas would be designated on the panel [Fig. 13(c)] for
the attachment of modules. Some of the early architecture
research to accompany the physical structures was referred
to as ‘‘liquid manifold’’ [50], in which dynamic permutation
routing switch boxes were demonstrated using Xilinx
FPGAs, in effect embedding one programmable structure
within another, the former being controlled by simple
commands.
3) Demonstration Implementations: Due to the inability to
obtain suitable MEMs switches, conventional macroscopic
discrete latching relays were used to implement a simple
multitiered wiring system design (supporting episodic reconfiguration as opposed to dynamic), prototyped on
printed circuit boards. The control circuitry included features to keep track of switch state, so that it would be
possible to query wiring system configuration details. This
implementation, described in [47], while not remarkable
in breaking practical ground, provided useful insights for
subsequent work.

C. Second Generation
In a second generation (2002–2010) of adaptive wiring research, AFRL-sponsored research explored more advanced MEMS switches and an improved understanding of
key architectural issues, such as wiring demand. Panel research evolved in parallel to form a construction methodology used in a line of conceptual research spacecraft.
1) Switch Research: Renewed attempts were made to
create suitable MEMS devices. A primary concern were
creating nonvolatile bistability mechanisms with highquality contact surfaces, leading to dedicated research
activities to study long throw actuators [51] and nanoscale
contact surface structure [52]. To address contact degradation during live switching, purchased to mitigate arc formation were examined, such as using sacrificial contacts,
either with an ‘‘arc gettering’’ whisker or entire dedicated
redundant switches (to draw the arc, thus preserving contact surface degradation in the primary switch). A MEMS
switch design, based on electromagnetic actuation, was
1172
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developed [53] (through a concept proposed by Magfusion) as a promising candidate. While the switches did not
provide new answers to live switching reliability, they did
exhibit adequate current handling and bistability [54].
2) Architecture and Panel Research: The panel architecture research conducted during this time involved a set of
eclectic studies, including investigations of wiring demand
and routing architecture studies.
Approximately 600 nets comprising the TacSat2 spacecraft wiring harness database were measured and histogrammed, revealing a power law relationship analogous to
Rent’s rule relationship previous described for microlectronics. Even to the present, the authors are not aware of
other analysis work done on wiring demand in spacecraft
or other vehicular platforms, and it may therefore be premature to conclude that the scale-free model universally
applies to is broader class of wiring system designs.
Work sponsored at Cambridgethrough a U.S. Air Force
(USAF) research grant led to the discovery of a simple but
elegant methodology for self-healing wiring systems that
employ dynamically reconfigurable routing [55]. The concept involves performing a periodic sweep through a wiring system in which each switch is tested for continuity
(connections involving live wires are bridged redundantly
before separating them in the test). When bad switches are
found, they are removed from the associated wiring resource graph.
Additional work began to explore embedding wiring
systems into the structural panels of a spacecraft in support
of research in plug-and-play spacecraft. This work was
based on extending earlier research to develop pegboardlike panels for spacecraft. Wiring assemblies to accommodate the distribution of electrical power and data connections (to nonblocking Spacewire [56] packet routers) were
embedded into each of several panels forming the boxlike
structure of a spacecraft. It was envisioned that such panels
can be inventoried for the on-demand construction of
spacecraft. Components would be pulled from inventory
and mounted to panels using the standard grid convention,
aligning to and blind mating with connectors in an attempt
to realize a cableless (or hidden cable) spacecraft.
3) Demonstration Implementations: A second-generation
wiring panel system, referred to as adaptive wiring manifold 2 (AWM2), was created using 250 Magfusion bistable electromagnetic relays distributed over two large circuit
boards. Connected together, these two AWM2 panels were
demonstrated to form nonvolatile wiring connections for
power and high-speed digital signals.
A parallel set of adaptive wiring designs were explored
for the space plug-and-play architecture (SPA) [57] research program in which spacecraft were rendered as a set
of structural ‘‘smart’’ panels (onto which modular components were mounted). A sequence of three demonstration
systems were developed. The first of these, referred to as
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many panels, but geometries for simple spacecraft dictated a
limited number (e.g., six or eight, typically).

D. Third Generation
Two trends marked the third generation of adaptive
panel research (2010–2014): 1) increased flexibility and
pin mapping; and 2) movement to distributed, fine-grained
(cellular) adaptive panel tiles. Some switch research was
carried out, though no viable high-density MEMS switches
were employed in any of the demonstrations.

Fig. 14. A spacecraft ‘‘concept bus,’’ used to study modularization
of plug-and-play spacecraft with integrated wiring, illustrating
pegboard panel conventions, and a number of mounted components.
Equipment rack in background operated test bypass circuitry.

the concept bus, implemented a six-panel box demonstration (Fig. 14), using mock spacecraft modules (with electrically active interfaces to study plug-and-play network
concepts). Routing and configuration management electronics were contained in separate boxes that were attached within the interior. The second demonstration
system, referred to as plug-and-play satellite (PnPSat) [58]
recessed routing circuitry inside the panels for power,
data, and testing circuitry. A third demonstration (PnPSat
2) [59] did not introduce new concepts, but involved a
hexagonal eight-panel (versus the six-panel PnPSat) configuration with electronics ruggedized for use in space environments. In each of the SPA panel designs, modules
were surface mounted on a 5-cm x–y pegboard grid convention. As shown in Fig. 14, both blind-mated (modules
cover and complete a socket connection when mechanically attached) and jumpered (module placed near a socket
and connection is completed with a short cable) connection styles were supported. This particular blind mating
strategy was ineffective, as it limited geometric flexibility
in module placement and the self-aligning notion of the
mechanical grid did not work well in practice.
Each panel design provided eight component docking
ports, supporting power [60], data, and test connections.
Each of the adaptive panel structures in the SPA research
project comprised a limited, multidomain adaptive wiring
design. As shown in Fig. 15, each panel featured a number
of ports, most intended for connection by surface-mounted
modules, with two sites reserved for interpanel connections. Each port contained connections to three limited
domains, the first being power (only 28VDC), the second
being a Spacewire [56] packet routing link, and the third
being a serial testing interface, which allowed system-wide
injection/query operations in a manner analogous to a JTAG
[47] interface. In principle, systems could be composed of

1) Switch Research: Soon after the AWM2 demonstration, the switch vendor left the market. Several attempts
were made to find alternate vendors, and some of these
companies also stopped producing MEMS switches. Some
work continued on alternate electrostatic switches, despite
their aforementioned limitations. AFRL was also involved
with DARPA on some promising new switch designs,
based on liquid metal (e.g., gallium [61]) contacts. Such
switches appear to solve the contact reliability problem
[62], since the contact surface is continuously reformed.
However none of these alternatives were available in sufficient quantities, and instead, we employed the use of tiny
(2 mm  2 mm) solid state relays in the adaptive panel
demonstrations.
2) Architecture and Panel Research
a) Flexible pin mapping: The ability to flexibly blind
mate black box modules to panels (after the strategy suggested in Fig. 5), while not an essential requirement in
field-programmable wiring systems, complements many of
the same intrinsic goals: flexibility, rapid systems formation. It also reduces exterior cabling, though not necessarily a decrease in overall systems complexity (owing to the
increased overhead necessary to programmably map pins
between modules and panels). Despite the increase in

Fig. 15. Simple, multidomain panel design used in space plug-and-play
architecture (SPA) research. In this example, each panel contains a
number of ports. Each port contained connections to three limited
domains: 1) power (only 28VDC), 2) a Spacewire [56] packet routing
link, and 3) a serial testing interface, which allowed system-wide
injection/query operations in a manner analogous to a JTAG [47]
interface.
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complexity, it could also improve reliability, since having
programmable pin mappings allow for the inclusion of
redundancy in both panels and modules, therefore providing non-unique opportunities for such mappings. In contrast, traditional pin and socket assemblies do not typically
have the ability to cover from a failed connector. Adaptive
pin mapping in field-programmable systems encompasses
mechanical attachment (locations were modules may be
physically mounted), electrical discovery, and pin mapping. The blind mating approach shown in Fig. 14 is the
most brittle form, requiring mounting in a specific location
and orientation (but providing robust attachment through
traditional fasteners and electrical connectors). Overcoming these limitations requires the introduction of new
concepts, and many are based on grid conventions, in
which the periodic lattice of surface points provide opportunities for electrical and/or mechanical connection.
Approaches such as ‘‘autoconnect’’ [63] suggested a Velcolike press-fit connection, for example. Other possibilities
include the use of pin grid arrays (PGAs) or LGAs, the
latter combined with interposers along with mechanical
fasteners to provide force necessary to maintain good
electrical contact. When serviceability is not a concern
(i.e., modules once placed are permanently mounted),
other options (such as ball grid array and underfilling) may
be attractive.
In a study targeted for PnPSat [64], a design was developed to replace panels (such as Fig. 14) containing a
distribution 24 mounting sites were allocated as a distributed contact array system. Each site employed a contact
distribution as shown in Fig. 16, with a symmetry to accommodate any 90 rotation. While the work was promising,
only limited work was completed toward this demonstration
panel design in the second-generation activities.
b) Cellular tile implementation of adaptive wiring
panels: For the core developments of the third-generation
adaptive wiring panel research, we turned our attention to
more generalized (beyond PnPSat) implementations of the
cellular wiring strategies suggested in Fig. 17. We arrived
at the following set of concepts [18], [65], [66]: 1) cell
units (the basic tile building blocks); 2) cell management

Fig. 16. Pin conventions for distributed contact arrays for prospective
use in PnPSat [64].
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Fig. 17. Adaptive wiring panel (AWP) concept [18], [65], [66]: 1) cell
units (the basic tile building blocks); 2) cell management units (CMUs);
3) modules represented components that plug onto tiled arrays; and
4) some notion of a global system to manage the set of tiles and to
netlist the modules.

units (CMUs); 3) modules represented components that
plug onto tiled arrays; and 4) some notion of a global
system to orchestrate tile collections and mapping netlists
to the tiles. These generalized schemes focused on solving
free-form programmable wiring problems, in multiple domains (digital, power, analog, microwave), not the more
limited ones exemplified in the PnPSat research. While a
more detailed exposition of these concepts as they apply to
specific embodiment is given in [18], [65], and [66], we
provide an abstracted representation of the concepts here.
The general cell architecture consists of the external
physical interface and the functional interface. One approach to the physical interface is shown generically in
Fig. 18, in terms of the tileable surface presented for connection by surface-mounted components. Here, we show
the surface as being the intercalation of three grids: 1) a
mechanical mounting grid (the coarsest grid); 2) a power
terminal grid; and 3) a signal grid. The ratio and spacing of
contacts in each grid can be set according to wiring supply
and demand considerations. The functional unit in a generic sense is shown in Fig. 19. Each unit cell contains: 1) the
CMU; 2) a pool of wiring resources, including switch matrices that may be differentiated by functional domains or
other considerations; and 3) a set of terminals, with distinct terminals for surface-mounted connection and other
terminals for intercell routing.
The CMU, which controls the switch configurations
responsible for setting wiring pathways, manages three
distinct types of communications. The first of these is a
global interface, which manages commands for setting
partial netlist assignments (i.e., a portion of a master
overall netlist mapped over all titles), conveying the status
of detected surface-mounted modules, and other aspects of
health and status relating to unit cells. The second type of
communication is intercell, managed in our work through
dedicated links to each nearest-neighbor cell. The final
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Fig. 18. Generic tile array conventions for mechanical, power, and
signal grids.

type of communications is a special accessory function,
simply called a discovery interface. This interface establishes a systematic approach for detecting mounted modules and extracting their details.
We use the generic term module to denote surfacemounted components that conform to the conventions
described here. A typical module will be designed to adhere to the mechanical, power, and signal distribution
conventions of the generic panel system. It could be as
simple as a single discrete component, such as a resistor, a
battery, or a light bulb. It could also be a complex camera, a
processor, or other electronic system. The modules may be
small (fitting within a single tile) or may span multiple
tiles. A number of mechanisms could be used to detect the
presence, but we have adopted a discovery interface as
being the most versatile method. This interface can be
used to identify an arbitrary variety of details regarding
surface-mounted components, but minimally would include physical aspect information (describing the surface
shape reserved by the placed component) and identifica-

tion and grid location of terminals. Other useful information could be embedded, including URLs to maintenance
repositories, data sheets, etc.
The role of the global unit is to coordinate a notion of
over-arching netlist, manage placement and routing operations, as well as capture knowledge of the tile distributions and characteristics and adjust the configuration
details as they pertain to tiles. There are many considerations in the development of the global management infrastructure, including: 1) the allocation of routing details to
individual tiles; 2) support for dynamic discovery of placed
modules and route reconfiguration (as opposed to static
placement and routing); 3) ability to accommodate dynamic topology changes in tiles; and 4) ability to accommodate redundant modules (potentially ignored and
unconnected until potential need). Our inclusion of a discovery interface presupposes a type of dynamic interaction, though this is not strictly necessary in the cases where
static compilation is involved. We have also presumed the
notion of an external tool managing the overall configuration of the tile set. A far more intriguing (but presently
unexplored) possibility is a distributed implementation of
these functions, in which a single tile or group of tiles
negotiates these functions without need of an external
master.
3) Demonstration Implementation: We implemented a
48-tile version of a cellular adaptive wiring system (referred to as AWM3) embodying many of the principles
described in [18], [65], and [66], shown in Fig. 20. The
surface of this AWP, implemented as a large printed circuit
board, was created in a 6  8 configuration, shown in
Fig. 20(a), with four placed modules. Connectivity and
physical attachment were accomplished through PGAs
(pins on modules, sockets on the panel contacts). The
modules [Fig. 20(b)] were also implemented as smaller
circuit boards, which could be flexibly arranged in arbitrary
positions and rotations on the larger surface panel. An
external computer implemented the global controller
(managing the netlist translating and implementation of
switch closures in tiles necessary to implement the desired
wiring patterns), and i2c interfaces were used for all of the
communication interfaces. Approximately 5000 discrete
solid-state relays were used, leading to very large unit cells
whose bulk was projected below the mounting surface for
modules [Fig. 20(c)].

V. SUMMARY OF FIELDPROGRAMMABLE WIRING SYSTEMS

Fig. 19. Functional representation of unit cell. The unit cell transfer
information with the CMU. The unit cell contains three grids: 1) a
mechanical mounting grid (the coarsest grid); 2) a power terminal grid;
and 3) a signal grid.

A summary of the panel developments described in this
paper is shown in Table 3, spanning approximately a twodecade period. Essentially two types of adaptive panels
were developed. The first of these, the AWM series, were
intended to support free form wiring of arbitrary signal and
power conductors. Their sophistication grew from a single
Vol. 103, No. 7, July 2015 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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Fig. 20. Images of the final AWP prototype [65]. (a) AWP with some modules placed on top. (b) A single module. (c) Side view showing the circuitry,
the panel, and the modules on top.

panel to a cellular implementation involving 48 panels. The
second type of adaptive panel, the PnPSat series, was designed to manage a very limited range of signals (the distribution of fixed voltage, along with specialized LVDS and
RS-422 signaling). In all of these designs, panels were intended to hide interior complexity, presenting a planar
mounting surface to support mechanical and electrical attachment of modules. In early versions (up to AWM2), no
discovery features were supported for modules. Although
the panels supported dynamic reconfiguration, all switching actions were manually interpreted, so that any changes
in component placement would not be automatically detected. Later adaptive panel work supported the automatic
discovery placed modules, such that it is possible to relocate
modules, place redundant copies, and support scaling to
much larger systems.
The variety of switch types encountered in the AFRLled research is summarized in Table 4. While the original
motivation for the physical implementation of adaptive
wiring was based on the promise of MEMS technology,
only one adaptive wiring panel (AWM2) ever employed
them. Even in this case, the use of the switch was problematic (e.g., sensitive alignment often failing after multiple solder reflow cycles). The original density goal was
Table 3 Comparison of Programmable Wiring Systems
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> 100/cm2 , but the switches used were 20 larger and
packaged form. Attempts to improve upon these limitations were unsuccessful, and the company left the marketplace. The pursuit of MEMS switches remained bifurcated
from the architecture research. The subsequent developments have unfortunately shown little improvement, even
nearly 20 years later. While MEMS technology has been in
a broader sense very successful, little progress has effectively been made in creating practical MEMS switches with
adequate density, bistability, and reliability. In AWM3, as a
result, thousands of compact (2 mm  2 mm) solid-state
relays were employed. While this led to a successful demonstration system, the overhead in the most optimistic
sense (in terms of bulk and power consumption) is unsuitable for practical use.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK
There are significant challenges associated with the development of the technologies that will enable the next generation of field-programmable wiring systems. We provide a
brief discussion of recommendations for future work in
this area.
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Table 4 Switch Types Examined

A. Switching Technologies
We have the following list of challenges for switching
technologies.
• Low-cost, low-energy relays: The key concept here
is to reduce the cost and energy requirements of
the relays so as to enable the development of larger
designs that require large numbers of relays. Overall, the goal here will be to provide scalable methods for routing power and analog signals that can
match the success of routing digital signals in current FPGA devices.
• Effective multipurpose switches: Currently, we
have the requirement to use different types of
switches that can route different signals. As a result, field-programmable wiring systems can be
limited by the spatial arrangement of the different
types of switches. Clearly then, the development of
multipurpose switches can greatly simplify the
field-programmable wiring systems design by eliminating the need to predetermine the distribution of
different switch types prior to deployment.
• Switches for time-shared interconnections: A single switch can be designed to support multiple
interconnections. For example, to maintain a potential level using a power connection, we could
time-share to recharge capacitor circuits. As long as
the voltage level can be maintained within certain
tolerances, a single power input would then be able
to route power signals to several power terminals.
Following the development of effective switching technologies, we will have development of efficient packaging
configurations. For implementations of multidomain fabrics, there is a need to investigate the distribution and
topology of switching types that can support different types
of signals. Techniques from survivable network design can
provide a framework that supports recovery from connection failures [8], [67]. Effective digital signal topologies
such as the methods described by DeHon [33] will need to
be extended to support multidomain fabrics.

B. Component Failure Detection and Replacement
As with our description of the AWP, the goal has
shifted from simply interconnecting components to one of
maintaining the integrity of circuits. To support the proper
circuit behavior, we need to have full support for replacing
faulty components. A basic plan for replacing faulty components involves the following steps.
• Equivalent component library sensing: The current
implementation of the AWP [65] supports automated module component sensing. To support
component replacement, the goal will be to determine the location of equivalent components that
can be used to replace each other.
• Working component failure detection: In order to
detect component failure, we clearly have to measure component characteristics (e.g., voltage and
current) during operation. Then, a significant deviation from normal operating values can be used
as a detector of component failure.
• Failed component replacement through rerouting:
Once component failure has been detected, an
equivalent component can be used to replace it.
C. Circuit Integrity Management
To maintain circuit integrity in future panels, there is a
clear need to implement the following functionalities.
• Circuit connection diagnostics: The goal here is to
detect connection failure.
• Circuit shutdown: Once a faulty connection has
been detected, the safest step will be to shutdown
the circuit to prevent damage.
• Circuit reboot: Each circuit will then have to implement a reboot mechanism to support recovery.
• Live circuit recovery using dynamic partial reconfiguration: This is an extension of the current AWP
system [65] that supports recovery from module
replacement. We also borrow the term ‘‘dynamic
partial reconfiguration’’ from FPGAs to emphasize
live circuit recovery without the need to shutdown
Vol. 103, No. 7, July 2015 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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•

•

and reboot. Thus, if possible, live circuit recovery
would be preferred from the requirement to shutdown and reboot.
Circuit connection rerouting: Once a failed connection has been detected, the connection will
need to be rerouted (if possible).
Circuit component replacement: Based on the
component diagnostics, we need to provide the
ability to replace faulty components using equivalent components.

D. Circuit Operation Management
The current implementation of the AWP cannot recover from failure of the CMUs. In future research, it is important to consider the development of technologies that
can support recovery from CMU failures.
• Remote circuit management: Starting from the fact
that the most basic connectivity problems are NPhard, it is clear that implementing larger circuits
become prohibitively expensive. To support future
growth, it makes sense to avoid the limitations associated with the computational resources of the
programmable wiring panels. Instead, we will need
methods to communicate the problems to larger
scale computational systems that can then communicate the solutions. We use the term ‘‘remote circuit management’’ to refer to this framework.
• CMU operational failure detection: The failure of
the CMU hardware needs to be immediately detected. However, it is important to note that we
also need to detect software failures. When using
remote circuit management, we can employ larger
computational resources to attempt recovery from
software failures.
• Parallel and distributed circuit management: The
support of multiple CMUs will allow recovery from
single CMU failure. Here, a simple polling proto-
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